
Coos County Economic Analysis
Request for Proposals | Issued March 1, 2023

Summary
Sea & Shore Solutions, LLC is an environmental consulting firm providing services and solutions for

marine policy and coastal management. We are seeking a qualified consultant to prepare an economic

analysis for Coos County, Oregon, modeled after the analysis created for Lincoln County in 2014 (view

here). This is a contracted, remote position, and the chosen contractor will be responsible for providing

all required technology, software, etc. to complete the desired scope of work. All work must be

completed by October 1, 2023 or as soon as possible. This funding is not eligible for no-cost extensions.

Proposals must be submitted by 11:59 PM on Friday, March 31, 2023 to info@sea-shoresolutions.com

with the subject line “Coos County RFP Submission”.

Who We Are
Sea & Shore Solutions enhances waterways and shorelines by supporting private and public entities in

various topics and processes related to coastal management and marine policy. We have over a decade

of experience with federal consistency, program enhancement, coastal policy, marine conservation,

marine social science, marine debris, marine spatial planning, outreach & education, and JEDI*. Our

solutions exceed expectations by leveraging rigorous social science methods, emerging collaborative

approaches, best practices for strategic planning, innovative technologies, and engaging communications

materials. We approach each project with a dedication to innovation utilizing new processes and

technologies to push the boundaries and improve coastal and marine environments in new ways. We are

proudly a women-run small business and promote environmental sustainability and JEDI* in all aspects

of our business operations.

Sea & Shore Solutions, LLC is an equal opportunity employer. People of color, women, members of the

LGBTQ+ community, and other traditionally underrepresented communities are warmly encouraged to

apply.
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Background
In 2014, Lincoln County, Oregon supported an economic study to report on ten-year economic and social

indicators in the county. The report leveraged several data sources to illustrate trends across different

sectors within Lincoln County's economy over time. The Lincoln County Economic Study was presented

to the board of commissioners to help leaders in the county understand economic trends and inform

economic development decisions. An introduction to the economic study and the study report can be

found here.

Need
Coos County would benefit from an analogous report on economic and social trends in the past decade.

We are looking for an economic analyst to replicate the Lincoln County study, referencing its data

sources, methods, and technical appendices. We hope to expand the Lincoln County study slightly,

incorporating an analysis of emerging industries such as offshore wind. The consultant must be able to

prepare a high-quality economic analysis and report using technically-sound and defensible

methodologies.

Deliverables
We specifically seek the following deliverables:

● Data Collection and Compilation about economic and social activity in Coos County using

reputable sources such as, but not limited to:

○ U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis

○ Bureau of Labor Statistics

○ U.S. Census Bureau

○ Dean Runyan Associates

○ Oregon Department of

Administrative Services

○ Oregon Forest Resources Institute

○ U.S. Department of Agriculture

○ National Agricultural Statistics

Service

○ Oregon Department of Agriculture

● Economic Analysis explore and analyze:

○ Social Trends, including but not

limited to

■ Population

■ Labor force

■ Firm size

■ Housing stock

■ Income

○ Economic Trends, including but not

limited to

■ Commercial fishing

■ Agriculture sector

■ Timber sector

■ Tourism sector

■ Other identified industries

sector

■ Transfer payments and

investments sector

■ Retiree income effects
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○ Emerging Industries, including but not limited to

■ Offshore wind

■ Recreation-based businesses

■ Public access

● Report synthesizing the economic analysis using the following suggested format:

○ Executive Summary

○ Introduction

○ Social Trends

○ Economic Trends

○ Emerging Industries

○ Discussion

○ Bibliography

○ Technical Appendices

About this RFP

Eligibility
This RFP is being openly distributed. The only applicant eligibility criteria are the necessary qualifications

and experience to successfully complete the requested deliverables. All proposals should clearly outline

work to be completed by October 1, 2023 or as soon as possible. This funding is not eligible for no-cost

extensions.

Proposal Contents
To be eligible for consideration, all submitted proposals must include the following:

● Scope of Work narrative including:

○ Applicant qualifications

○ Proposed approach to complete the requested deliverables

○ Timeline necessary to complete the deliverables. All work must be completed by October

1, 2023 or as soon as possible.

○ Proposed Itemized budget reasonable to complete the requested deliverables

● Resume reflecting the qualifications to complete the desired deliverables.

● Examples of past work. Economic analysis examples are highly preferred.

Proposal Timeline
Proposals must be submitted by 11:59 PM on Friday, March 31, 2023 to info@sea-shoresolutions.com

with the subject line “Coos County RFP Submission”.

Please contact Deanna Caracciolo at deanna@sea-shoresolutions.com with any questions about this RFP.
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